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VISUALIZING COMPLEX
ENGINEERING WITH 

ARTIFICIAL
REALITY.
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During my bachelor Industrial Design Engineering I discovered the undervalued 
importance and impact of the human interface. No matter the potential added value 
or genius thoughts behind a product or service, if no one wants or can use it, it can be 
regarded as meritless. With the usage of well-thought designs, shapes and functions, one 
can stimulate and guide a user in their experience with the product. 

One of the current developments in this field is the usage of virtual and augmented reality, 
also known as artificial reality. Despite that it is still an emerging technology, numerous 
products have been developed facilitating in the various fields of this development. 
Different applications, glasses, add-ons and software have been developed to create, 
experience or share this artificial or virtual reality. Along with these products, various 
applications have emerged, ranging from customer experience, as an instruction tutorial 
and to mimic real life situations, such as, connected agile manufacturing. 

As an entrepreneur in the field of visual content, I have experienced firsthand the added 
value a video or image can have to a product. Combined with the experiences I had with 
artificial reality in the Virtual Reality Lab of the University of Twente and a growing interest 
in this emerging market, I got a focus on this subject. Since artificial reality is essentially 
a form of video and moving images, I was surprised by the little application of it in the 
industry. Numerous applications can be thought of, from boosting the conceptualization 
phase, presenting during customers tenders and explaining to both marketing as potential 
customers. Therefore this research will result in a comprehensible description of an 
approach for this application at Indall.

Indall aims to make complex engineering understandable and visible for people without 
an engineering background, typically found on marketing and sales departments. Through 
video, animation and design they aim to make complex products understandable, 
increasing its added value. The implementation of artificial reality tools to visualize 
complex engineering would be a good addition to Indall’s services and could increase the 
visualization options for her customers. Such that, complex engineering is not just for the 
lucky few.

INTRODUCTION

Remco
R.I. Guijs (Remco)
co-owner of Indall
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Research plan

This research plan offers the framework for the bachelor thesis assignment. An introduction will delineate the 
involved company Indall and the context in which the assignment must be accomplished. This will be followed 
by a description of the challenges Indall faces and the aim of this project to partly solve these challenges. 
Based on the challenges set, the research questions will be draft. For answering this research question and 
executing the assignment, it is of importance to clarify the used terminology. Therefore a section will explain 
the majorly used terminology.

In addition, this research plan will describe the approach of this bachelor thesis. At first a section about the 
strategy and methods will describe a feasible execution of the assignment, such that the scale and scope of the 
assignment are set as well. This will be followed by an overview of the available material and sources which 
can be used to fulfill this assignment. Finally, the research plan contains a brief planning to give an overview 
of the estimated time and effort.

In this assignment, an introductory research 
about the implementation of artificial reality 
tools to visualize complex engineering will be 
executed, commissioned by Indall. This firm is a 
Dutch startup with as main business visualizing 
complex engineering. Her focus is on translating 
complex machines, processes and systems into 
a 3D film, image or recorder video. In this way, 
Indall helps companies to make mechanics 
understandable, boost their sales and accelerate 
the conceptualization phase. Her expertise is an 
unique combination of academic engineers with an 
expertise in the marketing and visualization sector. 
This way Indall currently offers custom solutions by 
working in a small team of two founders and a skin 
of flexible coworkers.

Currently, Indall cooperates with marketing and 
consultancy firms from the technical sector, in which 
she aims on working together on bigger projects, 
such as re-branding, product launches, new 
developments and reorganization of a company’s 
product catalogue. In this way, the stakeholder’s 
market specific knowledge can be bundled with 
Indall’s expertise. In addition, Indall collaborates 
with the video production firm Tortilla Media 
and specialized self-employed people from the 
creative sector, who abet in the concluding, more 
creatively focused visualization stages. The last 

group of stakeholders of Indall are its customers. 
These clients consist of discrete production such as 
shipyard builders and process engineering. Indall’s 
interest in clients is cooperating on a closer level, 
obtaining knowledge and naturally benefitting in a 
financial manner. In return, Indall offers custom fit 
solutions which make the stakeholder’s mechanics 
understandable, boost their sales and accelerate the 
conceptualization phase.

One of the challenges Indall faces, is the fast 
evolution of technology. To be in the front line 
of technological innovation, the firm wants to 
investigate the field of artificial reality, such as 
virtual and augmented reality. However, challenges 
that arise from this are, among others, the novelty 
of, and causal unfamiliarity with, this technology, 
the prior needed investments into research before 
implementation and the wide scope of this new 
technology. In addition, according to Indall, many 
companies research, offer and implement derivatives 
of artificial reality. For example, VR is used during 
fairs to visualize a product in its context and AR is 
used to display installation instructions. However, the 
execution is regularly unsuccessful, serves divergent 
from its intended purpose and if successful, these 
discoveries often remain unused or unknown. Indall 
considers a tailered artificial reality tool to visualize 
complex engineering as an untapped market.

Context
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Virtual reality and artificial reality, also respectively 
known as VR and AR, are upcoming technologies in 
which many companies already invest, Apple was 
for example recently still under negation to buy the 
VR and AR company NextVR for approximately a 
hundred million dollars (RTL Z, 2020). In addition, 
Dutch companies such as Allinq who develop a tool 
for remote assistance (IFS Labs, 2019) and Damen 
Shipyards who researched the potential for training 
and maintenance purposes (Damen Shipyards, 
2018) also aim on implementing AR in the technical 
sector.

Moreover, the importance of this research for Indall 
is both the enhancement of her knowledge and the 
potential growth of the firm. By developing a tool 
which uses artificial reality, Indall does not only 
broach a new service, but also develops an image of 
a company which is on the front line of technological 
innovation. In addition, this research can serve as a 

framework for other research and developments.

The aim of this bachelor thesis assignment is 
answering the research question ‘In what way 
could Indall implement artificial reality to offer 
a tool which visualizes complex engineering in 
a way that it optimally fulfills both Indall’s as her 
stakeholder’s requirements and wishes?’. This will 
be done by analyzing the requirements to fulfill both 
Indall’s, as her stakeholder’s needs, investigating 
existing research and technologies and developing 
an advisory report for Indall. Thus, the deliverable 
will be a business proposal for Indall on how to 
successfully implement VR in the technical sector. 
This research does not include the prototyping or 
development, thus no tangible product nor service 
will be created. The deliverable will function both for 
developing the firm as gaining new knowledge for 
other research and companies.

Project aim
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One of the key questions surrounding artificial reality in the technical sector is ‘How do we successfully 
implement it to benefit?’. Although researchers and firms have begun to analyze possibilities, this research can 
offer answers to opportunities for Indall. In order to gain useful and comprehensible answers, it is import to 
start considering the real requirements both Indall as her stakeholders has, with considering the clients as the 
main stakeholders. Therefore the main research question reads as follows:

Main research question
Which conditions are required for Indall to facilitate an optimized visualization tool which fulfils both 
Indall’s, as her stakeholder’s requirements and wishes and visualizes complex engineering by making use of 
an artificial reality tool?

This main question can be supported by several sub questions, which chronologically will lead to answering 
the main question.

Sub research question 1
What are the requirements and wishes of Indall and her stakeholders considering the implementation of 
artificial reality tools to visualize complex engineering?

Sub research question 2
Which existing technologies and research already do exist in the field of artificial reality and which scope 
of those technologies could be of potential for Indall in visualizing complex engineering?

Sub research question 3
In what way could Indall implement artificial reality to offer a tool which visualizes complex engineering in 
a way that it optimally fulfils both Indall’s as her stakeholder’s requirements and wishes? 

Sub research question 4
What steps does Indall need to make in order to select, develop, sell and implement a tool which visualizes 
complex engineering with the use of artificial reality?

Research questions
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Figure 1. An overview of the different kinds of artificial reality hardware in both the prosumer as professional 
market, categorized and displayed (Rensink, 2019) (Fraunhofer HHI, 2019)

virtualreality

Augmented Reality (AR)
Computer generated 
images are projected on 
the real environment. Can 
be devided into hand-held 
(e.g. smartphone) and 
head-mounted (eg. Microsoft 
Hololens) devices.

Augmented Virtuality (AV)
Tablet computers which 
make use of the camera in 
combination with a third party 
application. Can both project 
on the real world or create a 
complete new world.

virtual reality (VR)
fully computer generated
environment (e.g. Oculus 
Rift, Google Cardboard)

Due to the emerging phase in which this research operates, the used terminology is often confusing or subject 
to multiple interpretation. This section offers a guidance of the terminology that is used in this research. The 
used terminology will be clarified by explaining the definition with respect to the use in this research

Complex Engineering Aspects in the field of engineering which can not be easily understood by  non-
scientifically trained engineers nor other disciplines. 

Engineering The branch of science and technology concerned with the design, building, and use of 
engines, machines, structures, products or services (Oxford, n.d.).

Artificial reality A collective term for the creation of images and tactile sensations by tools that offer 
the visual immersive simulation of a three-dimensional environment, created by interactive software 
and hardware, and controlled by movement of the user (Dictionary.com LLC, n.d.). An also often used 
expression is ‘Synthetic environment’ or ‘Extended Reality’. Figure 1 displays a schematic representation 
of different artificial reality devisions, in order of the contextual awareness of the reality towards a fully 
computer generated environment with less awarenss of the reality. Examples: Virtual Reality, Augmented 
Reality

Industry 4.0 Industry 4.0 is also called ‘Smart Industry’ or ‘Internet of things for manufacturing’. It is a term 
used for the implementation of the latest smart technologies (e.g. 3D printing, Smart Sensors, virtual copies 
of the physical world) into the traditional manufacturing.

Augmented Reality An artificial reality approach in which the real environment is mixed with virtual 
elements. By using for example a handheld or head-mounted device, a perception can be made of a 
projection on the reality (Fraunhofer HHI, 2019).

Virtual Reality An artificial reality approach in which a computer-simulated reality is displayed via a 
head-mounted device. By image and sound, an interactive and completely virtual world is simulated 
(Fraunhofer HHI, 2019).

Augmented Virtuality An artificial reality approach in which the reality (e.g. the users hands) is visible in 
the virtual world. It is on a scale of a real and virtual environment, between AR and VR. An also often used 
expression is ‘Mixed Reality’ (Fraunhofer HHI, 2019).

Terminology
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This research will be mainly based on a desk part of 
existing research, due to the COVID-19 crisis during 
which this research was performed. Preferably 
the research does contain a field part in which 
companies will be approached to investigate their 
needs and existing knowledge together with a testing 
part of different devices.

Regarding the strategy, in the first stage, the 
requirements for this research will be set up, in 
which both Indall and her partners are considered. 
These requirements answer sub question one and 
will function as a framework for answering the 
research questions. By improving the knowledge 
and preferably carrying out the field research with 
Indall’s stakeholders, the list will be dynamic and 
changing. The thesis will continue with discovering 
the existing techniques and research, which will be 
screened, selected, categorized and summarized. 
In this way, sub question two will be answered. 
Based on the abovementioned steps, as third step 
a business plan will be investigated and created 
which both satisfies the researched requirements 
and is practically feasible. This section will answer 
sub question three. To conclude, this should lead 
to an advisory report with a concrete set of actions 
answering sub question four. The aim of this strategy 
is a guideline towards the translation of complex 
mechanical engineering into a human centred tool.

Considering the methods, at first a list of 
requirements is created. The requirements will 
be partly based on investigating Indall’s current 
methods and her clients wishes. This will be retrieved 
by discussing the topic of explaining complex 
technology via artificial reality with Tindall’s 
stakeholders and the thesis’ supervisor and it will be 
partly based on own experience, obtained during 

previous projects. In addition, during the desk 
research, the project continuation and new findings 
will lead to an altering list of requirements. 

The research is continued by researching both 
existing technologies as implementations. These 
topics will be researched by a literature review in 
combination with investigating what is offered online 
by other organizations in the field of visualizing 
mechanics by artificial reality. In addition, a 
research about the didactics of complexity is carried 
out, which exists of conclusions based on existing 
literature research.

Based on the last called section, a conclusion about 
the tailored level offers a pre-advice on how the 
to be designed tool can be tailored, such that the 
engineering explanation is suitable for different user 
categorizations. This is based on conclusions drawn 
from the section about the didactics of complexity, 
together with an investigation on different learning 
styles.

Lastly, different hardware and software alternatives 
are presented which could be of potential for 
visualizing complex engineering by artificial reality. 
This will be mainly based on investigating what 
is offered online and reviewing the experiences 
other artificial reality users had with both different 
hardware and software solutions. Based on the 
above-mentioned desk research, a comparative 
analysis in combination with an advisory report 
are created which bring the research together into 
a concrete advise for Indall on how to implement 
artificial reality tools to visualize complex 
engineering.

Strategy and methods
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The Bachelor Thesis takes approximately 12 weeks, this section offers a global indication of the time-
distribution throughout this timeframe. At the start, the biggest challenge in making practical use of the 
available materials and sources, is the proper narrowing down of the project. Underneath a schematic 
overview is presented with the global planning.

Week 15 - 16  Preparation plan
Week 17 - 18  Literature research, setting up requirements, determining scope
Week 19 – 24  Desk research
Week 23   Creating advisory
Week 24 – 25  Finishing report and preparing presentation
Week 26   Presentation

Planning

Existing research already discusses both the virtual 
and augmented reality applications in, among 
others, the manufacturing industry. For instance, 
Choi et al. already carried out a large research 
about present and future VR applications in the 
manufacturing industry (Choi et al., 2015). Linn 
et al. researched the applicability of VR in the 
maintenance domain (Linn et al., 2017) and Frage-
Lamas et al. reviewed the use of AR at shipbuilding 
companies (Fraga- Lamas et al., 2018). Technical 
companies will be investigated concerning their 
current implementation of artificial reality. By 

executing the research, more information will be 
gathered about potential solutions and the needs 
which should be fulfilled with the solution. 

Lastly, the knowledge of the University of Twente 
can be used to investigate potential solutions for the 
main research question. The campus accommodates 
a Virtual Reality Lab which is equipped with the 
newest technology for visualization, interaction, 
collaboration and communication (University of 
Twente, n.d.).

Material and sources
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1. The tool should be intuitive in use and preferably usable without the use of a manual nor instructions

2. The tool should be reliable, taking into account the confidentiality and offer an encryption possibility

3. The tool should have an added value with respect to existing methods, such as physical prototyping 
and current customer experience

4. The tool should be implementable at fairs, therefore it should preferably be a standalone wireless 
device with a battery life of at least 3 hours

Client’s requirements

Requirements

A clear set of requirements and wishes of Indall and her stakeholders considering the implementation of 
artificial reality tools to visualize complex engineering is crucial. This creates a clear focus which fits the set 
goal of this assignment and aligns with Indalls vision and her client’s needs. Indall wants to deploy a new 
service which is scalable to different companies and their technical sectors, therefore an all-embracing list of 
requirements helps to keep this wider view in focus. 

Indall aims on implementing artificial reality at her existing clients and target group. Therefore, an overlap 
does exist between Indall’s and her client’s requirements. This section focuses on the down scoping up to a 
level which fits the solutions Indall already offers and which corresponds with Indall’s vision. The following 
section with the client’s requirement will elaborate on the user perception and company specific requirements. 
By developing the requirements for Indall and discussing these with Indall’s stakeholders, a dynamic list of 
requirements is created which fits the needs of both Indall as her client’s and is practically feasible.

The requirements are based on a combination of requirements which are similar the requirements Indall 
already has for her current services together with a set specially added for the deployment of artificial reality. 
A number can already be traced directly from the thesis description, whereas others needed research. The 
last mentioned were retrieved by discussing the topic of explaining complex technology by artificial reality 
with Indall’s stakeholders and the thesis’ supervisor and were partly based on own experience, obtained 
during previous projects. Despite the first version of this requirements list was created beforehand the desk 
research, the projects continuation and new findings lead to an altering extended list of requirements, which is 
displayed in this research.

The requirements will as a result narrow down the scope of the research. Research aspects in the field of 
artificial reality that do not apply to the implementation at Indall are eliminated and a focus will be created 
on the more important aspects. In addition, by preventing ambiguities in this list, a clear alignment will be 
created so that all stakeholders do clearly understand what goal and results this research pursues.
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1. The tool should be easily tailored on software level

2. The tool should consist of an immersive simulation of a three-dimensional environment.

3. The generated environment should be dynamic, such that the user can continuously experience the 
environment regarding the user’s changing point of view.

4. The tool should be based on an existing hardware technology in combination with a framework for the 
already (partly) existing software. 

5. The tool should be applicable during both the conceptualization phase, as during product presentation, 
to attract investors or to boost sales 
Thus, the tool would in this stage not be particular applicable for mechanics or instructions

6. The tool should be applicable for a wide variety of products related to the engineering branch

7. The estimate for adjusting and developing the tool up to a first functioning product such that Indall 
can offer it to her clients, should not exceed a development period of half a year, assuming a full-time 
development.

8. Preferably the investment costs for adjusting and developing the tool up to a first functioning product 
such that Indall can offer it to her clients should not exceed €10.000 
This costs will mainly consists of investing in a first device and the costs for software. Labourcosts will 
not be included in this budget.

9. The hardware aspect of the tool should be available as a single batch

10. The tool should create an USP, be innovative and create an added value for Indall with respect to its 
competing parties

11. The tool should be adaptable after implementation, preferably remotely and only by Indall or her 
assigned partners

12. The hardware aspect of the tool should be robust, non-intrusive and lasting for at least 5 years without 
maintenance

13. The tool should suit with Indall’s vision, which represent reliability, quality and workmanship. Therefore 
both the hardware and software should be designed in a robust and high quality manner

14. The tool its targetgroup should be aligned with Indall’s current target group, which are sales and 
investment stakeholders at mainly technical engineering companies

15. The tool should comply with both the Dutch as the European laws and regulations

Indall’s requirements
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INVESTIGATING EXISTING
SOLUTIONS AND POTENTIAL
BUSINESS PLANS FOR 

ARTIFICIAL
REALITY.
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The desk research was started by investigating existing technologies and their differences. 
The researched technologies needed to be in the scope of artificial reality and feasible 
regarding the previously set requirements. By investigating this, the differences and 
overlap between virtual and reality where researched, and based on a scale between 
these, different technologies where categorized. The research was continued by looking at 
existing engineering related companies and their implementation. Table 1 offers a textual 
overview witch examples of the implementation of artificial reality tools in the engineering 
sector. 

One of Indall’s key qualities is the translation of complex machines, processes and systems 
such that it is comprehensive and understandable for a layman. Therefore, in addition to 
researching artificial reality tools, it is of importance to research the aspect of explaining 
technological complexity to potential buyers or investors of the explained technology. This 
is carried out by a literature study which results in concrete conclusions about explaining 
complex technology. The concrete conclusions function as a central aspect for the needed 
experience in order to explain complex technology.

After exploring existing technologies and implementations, it was found out that most 
implementations are majorly of a standard format which does not offer an optimal way of 
understanding complex engineering. As a result, a research in which the tailored level is 
investigated, needed to be carried out. This section offers a pre-advice on how the to be 
designed tool can be created, which is tailored for different categorizations, such that the 
engineering explanation is suitable for the user.

The desk research continuous with a list of specifications of artificial reality tools. Every 
specification is assigned a relative weight, such that it can function as a set of criteria on 
which the available artificial reality tools can be filtered. 

Concluding, both software and hardware options are listed and ranked based on their 
usability for Indall’s goals. The products and service mentioned in the list are shortly 
described, and in addition are the hardware products schematically represented in the 
matrixes which can be found in Figure 5 and 6.

DESK RESEARCH
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Figure 2. A schematic representation of different artificial realities on a scale of real to virtual.

Real
Environment

Augmented
Reality

Augmented
Virtuallity

Artificial Reality

Virtual
Reality

Virtual
Environment

Investigated technologies needed to be located between a number of limits, which are based on the set 
requirements. At first, the tool should consist of an immersive simulation of a three-dimensional environment. 
Secondly, this environment should be dynamic, such that the user can continuously experience the environment 
regarding the user’s changing point of view. The development of the tool should be based on an existing 
hardware technology in combination with a framework for the (partly) existing software such that the the 
estimate for adjusting and developing the tool could be considered within a period of half a year. Lastly, the 
hardware and software should be available in the budget set by Indall.

At first an overall overview of the different kinds of technologies are categorized and displayed as can be 
seen in Figure 2. This figure presents the awareness of the presence towards an emerging experience in which 
the user is less aware of its real presence.  Considering the existing artificial reality technologies, they can be 
categorized in Augmented Reality, Augmented Virtuality and Virtual Reality (Fraunhofer HHI, 2019). These 
technologies are respectively descending from a level in which the 3D projected environment augments with 
the real world up to a level in which a completely 3D projected environment is projected in which the existing 
real world is not visible anymore. A schematic representation of this is shown in the ‘terminology’ section, in 
Figure 1. 

An artificial reality experience has characteristic aspects which are worth investigating in order to examine its 
relevance and importance for Indall. The listed aspects each end with considerations which will be considered 
during the continuation of this research.  

Immersion
The immersion of artificial reality is defined as “the extent to which the system presents a vivid virtual 
environment while shutting out physical reality” (Slater & Wilbur, 1997). It is often assumed that a 
higher level of immersion leads to more engagement (Cummings & Bailenson, 2015) A higher level of 
immersion leads to a state in which the user forgets wat happens in the reality. This is caused by the 
computer generated environment and practically it can globally be measured by the amount of the 
humans’ sensory channels which are activated because of the tool (Kim & Biocca, 2018). However, 
both higher image realism and the presence of better sound does not necessarily have an impact on the 
user’s engagement (Cummings & Bailenson, 2015). During this research, the balance about the extent 
to which the physical reality should be shut out, should be taken into consideration.

Fidelity
This is considered to be the degree of exactness with which the computer-generated environment is 
reproduced with respect to the physical reality (Mete & Dhait, 2016). Fidelity can be divided into 
display and interaction fidelity. The first called consists of the generated image quality and its realism. 
The interaction fidelity is about accuracies in measuring aspects such as the user’s location and its 

Existing technologies
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Figure 3. The interrelations between the aspects of aritificial reality 
(Damgrave, 2020)

Engagment

Cognitive
processes

Content Form

Simulated
Environment

Fidelity Immersive

Presence

Expectation Barrier

movements (Gilson & Glennerster, 2012). Both of those types of fidelity do significantly affect the user’s 
performance, judgement of presence and engagement (McMahan, Bowman, Zielinski , & Brady, 2012). 
Thus, current technological innovations which lead to more-realistic experiences will positively affect 
these aspects. During the research, the distinction should be made between improving fidelity and 
reducing costs, such as a more expensive device and labor costs.

Presence
The characteristic ‘Presence’ indicates the amount of which the experienced computer-generated 
environment is sensed rather than the physical reality (Witmer & Singer, 1998). In other words, it is 
the amount of which the user feels present in the virtual environment. While the cognitive system slowly 
concludes that the environment is an illusion, the perceptual system did already identify and activate 
the physical system to react (Slater, 2018). During this research, the balance should be found between 
the amount of awareness the user should have with its physical location and the amount it should be 
immersed in the virtual environment.

Engagement
Engagement means the amount that the user is involved with the artificial reality session and the 
consequential interest that grows by it. Users can reach a way of experiencing a virtual environment in 
almost an irrational state of mind with as a result a high focus and being in a flow. This can be achieved 
by interactive aspects such as gaining points or devising a strategy (McMahan, 2003). For this research 
this practically means that adding engaging aspects can help users keeping focused and in a flow.

Expectations
New technology waves are accompanied by a wave of expectations. For instance, the 
emergence of flat screen televisions caused users to belief they had to switch, and 
brought causal down the value of CRTs (Fraunhofer HHI, 2019). As visualized in Figure 3, the users’ 
expectations can cause barriers in which for example the user does not have an immersive experience 
due to sensing its physical reality rather than the virtual environment, which leads to a lower awareness 
of presence. Another example is that a fidelity lower than the user’s expectation can result in a lower 
level of engagement (Damgrave, 2020). During the development of the tool, Indall should be aware that 
not meeting the users expectations can cause barriers in experiencing the virtually generated object or 
environment.

During this study it is of helpful to investigate the differences and overlap between these technologies. 
Reducing to the appropriate technology for Indall, prevents from developing a tool which distracts from the 
visualization and explanation. By categorizing solutions based on a scale between the important aspects for 
Indall, it can become clear what kind of technology can help in setting the conditions which are required for 
Indall to facilitate an optimized visualization tool which visualizes complex engineering.
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Table 1. An overview of existing implementations of artificial reality which are related to the scope of Indall’s 
research needs. 

Implementations

AR Product presentation with an 
Microsoft Hololens at Luxxion

Luxxion as complex technology visualizer implements a Hololens 
to project 2D and 3D information on the real world.  This firm 
offers this tool to engineering companies such that they can display 
products and concepts for clients (Luxxion, n.d.)

AR Remote assistance via a head 
mounted device at Allinq

Allinq is a telecom operator which aims on implementing an artificial 
reality device to accompany field working technicians during critical 
repairs  (IFS Labs, 2019)

VR Training and maintenance at 
Damen Shipyards

This firm still investigates the possibilities on how to implement VR 
when engineering, designing, project managing, finalizing and 
using their project. In addition, they are investigating the potential for 
simulating one-off vessels, to prevent building physical structures for 
training purposes (Damen Shipyards, 2018)

VR Using VR to present both 360 
video’s and 3D models at 
Goldviz

Goldviz creates virtual reality tools which visualizes environments. 
In this way they presented for instance an optimized warehouse for 
Vanderlande. Vanderlande uses this at fairs to present their product 
to potential clients (Goldviz, n.d.)

AR Customer-oriented AR 
presentation materials by 
Etteplan

Etteplan offers as one of her solutions  the use of AR and VR, in 
which they for example created a computer tablet app for KONE in 
which a client could see their customized elevator (Etteplan, n.d.)

VR A 4D atlas of cancer with a HTC 
Vive at Nymus 3D

Although it does not focus particularly on engineering, it could 
still be interesting to study their solutions for explaining complex 
(biomedical) technology with artificial reality (Demcon, 2015)

-  A synthetic environment for 
(engineering) companies at 
Testbed

Fraunhofer Project Center and the University of Twente together created 
a tool for connected, agile manufacturing to create an intertwined 
environment which facilitates dynamic and quick changes in for example 
engineering processes. This could partly be solved by the same tools that 
could be of relevance for Indall (Fraunhofer Project Center, n.d.)

The research is continued by looking at existing engineering related companies and their implementation. This 
Table 1 offers an overview with examples of the implementation of artificial reality tools in the engineering 
sector. By answering the question about which existing technologies and research exist in the field of artificial 
reality, it can be found out, whether it could be of potential for Indall in visualizing complex engineering. In 
addition, it helps in investigation Indall’s potential competition.

The set scope for developing this list, is investigating current implementations of artificial reality in the 
engineering sector to visualize engineering. In addition, the presented implementations are located near or 
between the limits set in the first section of the chapter ‘Existing Technologies’, so that it does represent a good 
comparison with Indall’s intended goals.

Based on Table 1, it is concluded that different implementations use artificial reality for creating video’s or 
objects which can be displayed via virtual reality. At Luxxion this is used for displaying mechanics to clients, 
Goldviz uses it for visualizing warehouses and Nymus 3D uses it for explaining biomedical technology.
In addition, another implementation is the use of augmented reality for remotely visual transfer. For instance, 
Allinq uses a head-mounted device to accompany field workers, Etteplan uses an augmented reality app so 
that clients can see their products on a tablet or phone device and Damen investigates the possibilities for 
using artificial reality for training and maintenance.

An implementation which has, based on this research, not been implemented frequently, is the use of artificial 
reality is displaying the technology and its context in order to both explain technology and marketing the 
product for the engineering sector.
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Indall focuses on translating complex technology for 
a non-technological schooled competent. Getting a 
user in the flow during the experience, will lead to 
better learning outcomes (Kartiko, Kavakli, & Cheng, 
2010). The chapter ‘Existing technologies’ includes 
central aspect for keeping the user in this flow. In 
order to further answer the research question on 
facilitating a visualization tool to visualizes complex 
engineering by making use of an artificial reality 
tool, the aspect of explaining complexity should 
therefore be researched. As shown in the research 
about existing implementation, artificial reality 
is often used as a communication tool to transfer 
information rather than that it is used as a didactic 
tool to explain information.

‘Engineering education is often 
straightforward and unambiguous, whereas 
human and social systems, which is often the 
field of marketeers and investors, are not.’ 
(Holvikivi, 2007) 

A case study has proven that the future perception 
towards VR integration in the higher education is 
promising. Instructors do already see the benefits of 
other technological implementations for explaining 
complexity, such as creating unique learning 
pathways, encouraging user-centered learning 
and providing engagement with the information. 
Additionally, the instructors think that artificial 
technology will increase engagement and facilitate 
discovery learning (Alfalah, 2018). Similarly, 
research shows us that artificial reality in the 
educational use provides constructivist learning 
activities which creates opportunities like learning 
by doing and experiencing graphically rich 
environments (Dickey, 2005). For instance, virtual 
reality offers the opportunity to learn by interaction 
with as a result a better understanding of the content 
(Bricken, 1991).

It is concluded in an article about efficient and 
scientifically valid didactic practices in engineering 
education (Holvikivi, 2007) that engineering 
education is often straightforward and unambiguous, 
whereas human and social systems, which is 
often the field of marketeers and investors, are 
not. According to this article, engineers often 
assume logical and rational thinking is natural to 
the human brain, which corresponds with Indall’s 
clients’ struggle. This struggle is about engineering 

department who develop or adjust technical systems, 
which are often hard to explain to both their internal 
non-technological staff members as to for instance 
their clients. By recognizing that the brain is not 
separated from emotions, a tool can be created 
which does stimulate brain activity such as creativity, 
imagination and a social context such that an 
appreciation of engineering is increased. This can 
practically be achieved by for instance developing 
the opportunity for the user to place, scale and 
adjust the technical system in order to discover 
the system. In addition, giving the participant 
an active role in which he/she must take actions 
during the learning process, increases the learning 
curve (Artigue & Perrin-Glorian, 1991).

A constructive way of e-learning should contain 
interactive aspects as project development, 
simulation and problem solving (Tuparova & 
Tuparov, 2005). By creating an extraordinary 
event, multiple brain resources need to be activated 
to contain and manage the problem. So, by 
involving psychological components, physiological 
and behavioral, the understanding of complex 
engineering could be made easier (Altavilla, Tafuri, 
& Raiola, 2014). In practice, this could mean that 
using a surprising new technology in combination 
with interactive exercises in which the tool user needs 
to make movements to fulfill this exercise, could help 
in increasing the learning curve.

‘The engineering system should be visualized 
in the context of application’

In addition, the environment and context in which 
the to be explained subject is presented, does 
make a significant impact on getting to understand 
more of a complex engineered system (Altavilla, 
Tafuri, & Raiola, 2014). Background noises, smells, 
surroundings and use context do influence the 
enjoyability and the effectiveness of understanding. 
Lastly it is easier to explain complexity when the 
theories’ explanation is as close as possible at its 
practice (Korthagen, 2018). Applied to this research, 
it would mean that the engineering system should 
be visualized in the context of application, in which 
sound and sense could be considered to improve the 
explanation. 

The didactics of complexity
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According to the didactics of complex technology, 
a standard format which offers an optimal way of 
understanding complex technology does not exist. 
However, according to the already researched 
implemented tools, little to none of those are based 
on this thinking. Whenever artificial reality tools 
deviate from a standard structure, it often still offers 
a system which is dissected into a tree diagram of a 
few options.

By developing a tailored tool which applies different 
didactic theories to explain complex engineering, 
the artificial reality system can customize an 
optimized explanation for the user. Preferably the 
system incorporates the major didactic theories into 
a user-tailored tool while preventing a too complex 
software which will exceed the cost requirements. 
Already existing software such as the cross-platform-
game-engine Unity (Unity, 2020) already offers 
frameworks in which immersive, interactive training 
applications can be built. 

By categorizing Indall’s target group, it can be 
concluded that it can be subdivided into three 
stereotypes, all with a different way of didactic 
preference, way of interpreting the to be explained 
system and goal of using the tool. This categorization 
is based on Indall’s stakeholders, which is twofold. It 
concerns both representing the system for boosting 
Indall’s client her sales and explaining complex 
engineering concepts to potential investors or 
stakeholders.

Considering the first mentioned, this could be 
subdivided in a companies’ internal team with 
non-technically skilled and external stakeholders 
who could potentially buy the technical system. 
The implementation for the internal team is similar 
to the use of VR for explanation purposes at 
Damen Shipyards (Damen Shipyards, 2018), in 
which internal members of the company need 
to understand the wide and versatile options for 
implementation of their products. A companies’ 
employees have often not seen the practices of the 
systems their company produces, due to assembly at 
other locations and the hazard and cost of close-
up viewing at location. However, experiencing the 
practices will not only help understanding the wide 
and versatile options of the system. It will also help in 
enhancing the passion and pride of the team on the 
company and its systems they are working for, which 

consequently leads to improved practices and work 
attitudes (Meyer & Smith, 2009). As mentioned, 
external stakeholders who could potentially buy the 
technical system are part of Indall’s stakeholders. 
Firms do also need to sell the complex technology to 
for instance investors and end users. 

To conclude, those groups will be from now on 
called Engineer, Sales and End User, by describing 
them it becomes more clear what difference can 
be discovered between for example an engineer 
from an R&D service and the end user of the to be 
explained engineering system. 

For analyzing and describing this categorization, 
it is decided on taking as example a product of 
Qimarox (Qimarox, 2020). This company is a 
client of Indall, for which they developed different 
explanation video’s and 3D animated films. The 
product as example will be the Prorunner MK5 
vertical conveyor, which is according to Indall a 
good representation for an average product of 
Indall’s clients. The Prorunner MK5 is according 
to Qimarox a continuous product lift which can 
transport up to 2000 products like boxes, cases 
and bags per hour. Figure 1 shows a setup of this 
product.

Tailored level

Figure 4. The Prorunner MK5 vertical conveyor 
from Qimarox (Qimarox, 2020)
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Engineer
According to Indall her clients, their clients’ engineers need to easily and quickly 
understand new technologies which they are not familiar with, such that they can 
implement it in their business. This means for Qimarox, that engineers often need to 
understand the possibilities and capacities of the Prorunner MK5, such that they can 
implement it in their material handling solutions. As mentioned, Holvikivi says that the 
most effective learning method for engineers is often straightforward and unambiguous 
(Holvikivi, 2007). By for example keeping out certain information and displaying inner 
mechanisms it could be easier for an engineer to understand the complex engineered 
aspect, created by another engineer, in a short time span.

Sales
Considering the problems at Qimarox, their sales team often struggles with the wide and 
versatile options for implementing their products. In addition, their teams often do not 
complety understand the product, while it is of a significant importance for salesteams 
to have a product knowledge (Mariadoss, Milewicz, Lee, & Sahaym, 2014) Thereforee, 
context and visual examples of possibilities are of importance to help sales teams 
in selling the product or service while details and mechanical details should only be 
displayed when the user understands the overall system.

End User
It is not solely internally needed to understand complex engineering. Firms do also need 
to sell the complex technology to for instance investors and end users. End users in the 
mechanical industry are often interested in tailored solutions for their situation. Therefor 
possibilities for both customizing and placing the system in context is of importance. 
Qimarox is internationally selling her products, while their only showroom and test setup 
is located in the Netherlands. Offering a virtual experience in a virtual showroom with 
example setups will help showing the application possibilities and capacities.
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Weighted specifications

In order to determine which scope of artificial technologies could be of potential for Install in visualizing 
complex engineering, a weighted list of specifications helps in selecting the proper tool. This method of 
developing a scale which takes the demand qualities and requirements into account and assigns a relative 
weight to it, is based on a House of Quality (Hauser & Clausing, 1988). This scale leads to a factor matching 
the suitability for Indall. However, these resulted factors will function as an extra indication during the 
selection, thus no direct device selection or conclusion is drawn from this factor.

This list of weighted specifications is partly based on previously done research. For example, the research 
about the didactics of technology helps in selecting the specifications which are of importance to explain 
complex technology and the research about the requirements help in weighting specifications which satisfy sub 
question 4. These specifications will function as a set of criteria on which the available tools can be filtered.

For assigning a relative weight to the certain specifications, a scale between 1 and 10 is used. This weight will 
be used in a later stage of this research, to help determining the proper tool for Indall.

Table 2. A weighted list of specifications for the implementation of an artifial reality tool at Indall.

weighting    Specification    Description

1/10 Comfort/Weight When the artificial reality tool will be a head mounted device, it is of importance that the weight 
is comfortable and not too heavy. Also hand held devices should be comfortable to carry around. 
However, already existing hardware is specifically designed for Indall’s intended way of use, thus it 
should already be designed for comfortable use when it is used for a short time span.

6/10 Scalability/Price According to Indall, the final artificial reality tool should be easy scalable and accessible for a variety of 
her clients. Therefore the total costs for the hardware should be affordable for medium-sized companies, 
thus preferably not exceed €4000.

4/10 Sensors The amount of sensors is important such that, as mentioned in ‘The didactics of technology’, interaction 
with and movement of the user can be measured. Therefore, an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit, 
measures a body’s specific force and angular rate)  and/or gyroscope  sensor is important for 
measuring the human body, whereas less common sensors such as temperature, GPS and ambient light 
are less relevant for the implementation at Indall.

2/10 Connectivity Connectivity via protocols such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB etc. is important in a way that the tool can 
be custom programmed. Preferably it is possible to update the software from another location. An 
interconnected network of devices is not necessary for the tool.

5/10 Battery Battery life should exceed 3 hours according to Indall, in addition the artificial reality tool should 
preferably have a replacable battery such that full day use of the tool is possible.

9/10 Software To customize the software section of the selected hardware tool, the software should be widely 
applicable, customizable, modern and still in continuously updates and development. Moreover, the 
interface should be non-intrusive and user friendly. The software should be highly customizable and 
preferably support common protocols such as Vuforia.

1/10 Actuators Majorly an actuator for visually representing the complex technology is of importance. Ohter actuators, 
such as vibration motors or feedback are for Indall’s intended use not of importance.

5/10 Audio According to Korthagen, the sound experience should be as close as possible at its practice, therefore 
preferably a sound installation is of importance for visualizing complex engineering. On the other hand, 
despite sound helps setting the context, sound is less important for static engineering compared to other 
work fields. In addition, mostly specialized engineers will use sound to understand dynamic engineering 
in detail. Concluding, for explaining complex engineering to non-engineers, only a basic level of audio 
quality is needed.

9/10 Context As mentioned, the engineering system should be visualized as close to the users reality as  possible. By 
making use of for example augmented reality, the context could actually be the users own location and 
by making use of virtual reality, the context could actually be the final application location of the to be 
explained system. Depending on the context, this will depend, but it is of major importance to take the 
context into account.
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Software

In order to implement a software system on the artificial reality device to visualize complex engineering, the 
software is selected in this report. The software should fulfil the set requirements of Indall. Therefor the software 
should support the development of a tool for immersive simulations with interactive aspects. In addition, it 
should be possible to make use of the software within Indall’s set budget. It should be easy to tailor the software, 
preferably with a low amount of coding, to a client’s needs and wishes without developing a completely new 
framework. Lastly, the in the software developed experience should be able to include engagement and an 
appropriate amount of fidelity, to arouse an immersing experience with a sense of presence. Based on these 
criteria, several possibilities are investigated. 

A game engine can offer a solution to create a visual interactive tool. A game engine is a development tool 
which is especially build for game developers, but which could be used by anyone working with real-time 
technologies (Ward, 2013). According to forums there is no doubt that the most popular game engines are 
Unity3D and Unreal. The advantage of implementing a widely used artificial reality platform, is the high amount 
of available knowledge sharing and the integration with many artificial reality devices. 
3D modeling and rendering software do also include features to create interactive virtual reality games. The 
advantage of implementing this kind of software, is that Indall is already familiar with it. However, the downside 
is that they are not intentionally built for creating interactive elements. The abovementioned two different game 
engines, two other game engines and the renown 3D development software focused on visualization are 
presented in Table 3.

In addition to the existing game engines, an also available solution are drag-and-drop interfaces. These 
software solutions simplify the developers experience so that less technical creators can also create artificial 
reality experiences. Examples of these systems are Sumerian from Amazon (Amazon, 2020), Oculus Medium 
for Oculus devices (Facebook, 2020) and Brio VR (Spin VR Corp, 2020). The downside of these solutions is the 
limitation of possibilities. Considering the skill set of Indall’s team, a software considered as more technical, such 
as Unreal Engine, would be manageable in an appropriate time set. 

Lastly it could pe possible for Indall to use their current software for virtual reality visualizations. Currently they 
use AutoDesk 3DS Max for 3D rendering and Adobe Creative Cloud for film editing, photoshopping and 3D 
animation. Both systems do contain a feature for virtual reality. In this way pre-determined explanations can be 
visualized for explaining complex technology. The downside of this workflow could be the loss of interactivity 
since the user cannot walk around nor make decisions. The latter could be solved by programming an interactive 
video in which the user has moments of decision making. 

Unity is the most widely used real time 3D platform which offers solutions for both mobile, desktop, AR and VR 
devices. The company focuses on the upcoming AR/VR technologies, and therefore it is integrated with most 
artificial reality platforms. Thanks to its visual interface it is easy to get started for developers (Unity, 2020)

Another acknowledged 3D engine is the by Epic Games developed Unreal Engine. This platform is often 
used for high realism games and is not designed for simple or short-term interactive tasks. Thanks to its visual 
interface it is easy to get started for developers (Unreal, 2020)

The game engine Lumberyard, developed by Amazon, is a completely free, fully customizable, game engine 
which is currently in the beta form. Therefore the artificial reality compatibility does not yet exist. A later 
version of Lumberyard will include this and could thereforee be of potential for translating complex engineering  
(Amazon, 2020)
CryEngine is a game engine which is similar to the above mentioned. The engine does have a relatively 
abstract interface and the community is relatively smaller. Therefore, it might be harder in the startup phase to 
figure out issues (Cryengine, 2020)

 3ds Max from Autodesk is a 3D modeling and rendering software. The advantage is the possibility for creating 
high-quality animations which can be prerendered in order to reach a relatively high fidelity (Autodesk, 2020). 
The toolkit ‘3ds Max Interactive’ is an integrated workflow in 3ds Max for creating interactive exercises. The 
advantage is that Indall already uses this software, which is why already developed models can be seamlessly 
reused (Kooten, 2017)
Another 3D rendering software is Cinema 4D, also this software offers high-quality animations which can be 
prerendered for achieving a high fidelity. The disadvantage of this software would be the investment costs and 
new workflow for Indall while the possibilities are about the same with 3ds Max (Maxon, 2020)
Blender is an open source and free 3D modelling and rendering software, which also offers virtual reality 
simulations. An advantage of using Blender is possibility for a cross-platform solution, the disadvantage is that 
there is no toolbox to add an interactive element (Blender, 2020)

Table 3. An overview of relevant artificial reality software  (Kore, Lanje, & Bura, 2018)
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Hardware Comparison

Sub question two is answered by an investigation on existing hardware technologies. Also, the hardware should 
fulfil the set requirements of Indall. Therefor the hardware should support the implementation of interactive 
aspects and it should be possible to invest in the tool with the set budget. During the selection of the hardware, 
these requirements where considered. For instance, the budget narrowed the options down to mainly consumer 
devices and as the tool should be implementable at fairs, also devices witch would not be possible in this 
circumstances where eliminated.

In addition, the device should include features for engagement and an appropriate amount of fidelity, to arouse 
an immersing experience with a sense of presence. As researched, those features are accompanied by dynamic 
expectation which are changing during the emergence of new technologies (Fraunhofer HHI, 2019). In order 
to create a concrete and dense list of possibilities, the device options their online reviews where investigated 
to investigate if those expectation barriers would not prevent the user from the intended goal of offering an 
experience which explains and represents the technological system. 

The investigation results, as can be seen in Table 4, in a list of existing commonly used artificial reality devices, 
mainly in the consumer market. This list helps in determining which conditions are required for Indall to facilitate 
an optimized artificial reality visualization tool. Due to the fast-evolving technologies and continuously changing 
new hardware, this list will not result in a fixed recommendation for a certain device, but rather in a set of 
specifications about a potential device and an example of current devices.

As concluded in the chapter about the didactics of complexity, interaction is a central aspect in understanding 
new technologies. Moreover, a dynamic tool which offers a real-time tailored experience helps achieving 
the understanding of complex technology. In order to gain insight into which the scope of those technologies 
is of potential for Indall, it is decided on executing a comparative analysis in which the implementation for 
engineering versus sales are compared and if the final tool would rather be mainly used internally versus 
externally. Plotting this overview on the axes of a matrix will help in the decision making. This matrix can be 
found in Figure 5.

In addition, it is decided on comparing the possibilities for interaction versus a standardized, pre-determined 
artificial reality tool and the immersive level with respect to the augmenting aspect. The last one helps 
determining if the tool should be rather context aware to show background information of the technology or 
demarcated to secure the environments conditions. This matrix can be found in Figure 6. A continuation of this 
comparative analysis and conclusions drawn from this matrix is in the next chapter.

VR Acer AH101(AH)
  €290

This device developed by Acer offers a lightweight VR setup which is compatible with many 
software. By connecting this to a computer, an interactive environment controlled by controllers can 
be created. According to different reviews, this device visual and tracking quality is less than found 
in the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive (Smith, 2017).

AV Computer Device (CD)
  -

While considering hardware, computer devices should also be taken into consideration. Already 
existing software can run on common computer devices. Despite the fact that the immersive 
experience will be lower compared to head-mounted devices, it offers great possibilities for sales to 
easily, wirelessly, share the artificial reality experience with clients without the need of an artificial 
reality hardware tool.

VR Dell Visor (DV)
  €320

The Dell Visor is simular to the Acer AH101, in terms of it’s connectivity via a computer and hand 
controllers. The device does not have built in speakers (Tech Trends, 2018).

AR Epson Moverio 
BT-350 (EM)
  €980

This Epson AR glasses are one of Epson’s professional AR devices, designed for interactive 
exercises thanks to its motion sensors and controller. According to Aniwaa, it is mainly designed for 
experiencing 3D models and offering virtual showroom experiences (Aniwaa, 2017).

Table 4. An overview of relevant augmented reality hardware in both the consumer as prosumer market (Fraga-Lamas, Fernandez-
Carames, Blanco-Novoa, & Vilar-Montesinos, 2018) (Aniwaa, 2020)
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AR Google Glass Enterprise 
Edition (GE)
  €1200

According to The Verge, Google’s glasses are thanks to its battery life of 8 hours primarily 
designed for full time jobs in construction and on factory floors. The software is built on Android 
and is accessible for adjustments and programming. Currently the glasses are only available for 
developers (Statt, 2020).

AV HTC Vive (HV)
   €660

The HTC Vive is often called one of the best computer-connected VR headsets. An interactive 
experience is possible with its including wand controllers and sensors and it is easily to implement 
custom created software. This device is optionally available in a Pro version (Pino, 2019).

AR Microsoft Hololens 2 
  €3500

The Hololens 2 is a so-called mixed reality head mounted device with a build in computer which 
runs on a Windows operating system. It offers interactive activities thanks to implemented eye, hand 
and head tracking. The device has built-in speakers and a battery life of 2-3 hours. Optionally, an 
earlier released model is available for a lower price (Microsoft, 2020).

VR Oculus Quest (OQ)
  €500

The Oculus glasses are a bit like the Acer AH101. Those glasses do also include controllers and 
sensors and require a connection to a PC. However, this connection can be wireless. The device has 
built in speakers and wireless controllers.

VR Samsung
Odyssey+ (SO)
  €409

Also, this device is a computer-connected VR head-mounted device, which includes two controllers 
for interaction. According to different reviews, it is like an Oculus Quest with wires.  (Montegriffo, 
2019)

AV Tablet Device (TD)
  -

Just as a computer device, already existing software can run on smartphone and tablet devices. 
Even though the immersive experience will be lower compared to head-mounted devices, it offers 
great possibilities for sales to easily, wirelessly share the artificial reality experience with clients 
without the need of an expensive artificial reality hardware tool. In combination with for instance 
a Google Cardboard head mounted phone device, It could also function as accessible, low budget 
glasses.

AR Toshiba dynaEdge AR100 
(TD)
  €1650   incl. Dynabook

The dynaEdge AR100 is one of Toshiba’s business segment AR glasses. Via a Dynabook mini PC 
the glasses are connected via user friendly programmable interfaces. It offers small interaction with 
built-in keys, but does not include controllers (Dynabook, 2020).
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Figure 6. A schematic representation of an matrix in which both 
the augmenting vs immersing experience and a pre-determined vs 
interactive journey are represented.

Figure 5. A schematic representation of an matrix in which both the 
implementation for engineering vs sales/socials and internal vs external 
use are represented.

Table 4. continuation
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As concluded in the chapter about the didactics of 
complexity, interaction is of importance. Moreover, 
a dynamic tool which offers a real-time tailored 
experience, can help achieving a tool which helps 
to understand complex technology. The environment 
and context in which the to be explained subject 
is presented is highly of significance, thus it should 
be decided if the visualized environment should be 
the real worlds context as in augmented reality or if 
it should be a fully controlled computer generated 
environment, as in a virtual reality experience. 
According to Indall, the environment in which the 
tool will be used cannot continuously be controlled. 
It will vary mostly between shop floors, offices and 
fairs. Despite the fact that an augmenting experience 
in which the complex technology is presented in 
the users environment can improve a high fidelity 
experience with an awareness of presence, it would 
not be applicable at fairs or offices in which the 
environment will most certainly vary with the complex 
technologies’ location of use. Therefore, the device 
should include the feature in which the user is fully 
immersed into a computer-generated environment.

As should be ensured that the different hardware 
should by rated the same way, different ways of 
comparing them where used. By at first filtering 
potential hardware based on the set requirements, 
an already concrete set of devices where selected. 
By comparing them in the matrixes of Figure 5 and 
6 together with considering their specifications, a 
founded assessment is be established.

As mentioned, two matrixes where build in which 
different aspects of hardware tools where compared. 
In Figure 5 a scale between implementation for 
engineering for sales/social was visualized on the 
x-axis. The aim of this scale is visualizing the main 
application options for a company. Indall focuses 
on translating complex technology for a non-
technological schooled competent. Therefore, the 
tool should be located on the right side of the x-axis. 
In addition, it was visualized if the final tool would 
rather be mainly used internally versus externally on 
the y-axis. This scale was based on the availability 
of the device and the ease of independent use. For 
instance, a tablet device is often available for external 
users, whereas a more expensive Toshiba dynaEdge 
is a rare good at companies which is less easy in 
use and moreover more difficult in setting up before 
use. Concluding, the to be used device should be 
located in the mid-right area of this matrix, as shown 
in the figure. A device which would be located more 

towards the ‘external’ side of the y-axis would also be 
suitable, since a more available and easier to control 
device should not be regarded as a downside. 

On the x-axis of the other matrix, as displayed in 
Figure 6, a scale between augmenting and immersing 
is represented. As mentioned, this would help 
determining if the tool should be rather context aware 
to show background information of the technology or 
demarcated to secure the environments conditions. 
Since the tool should both be implementable at fairs 
and display the context of use, a fully immersed 
environment should be possible with the device. 
Therefore, the tool should be located towards the 
immersive side of the x-axis. Lastly, the hardware 
options where in Figure 6 plotted on an interaction 
toward standardized scale. As researched the 
importance of interaction will help in the learning 
process. Therefore, the tool for explaining complex 
technology should be slightly towards the interactive 
side of the y-axes. Concluding, the to be used 
device should be located in the slightly above mid-
right area of this matrix, as shown in the figure. A 
device which would be located more towards the 
‘interactive’ side of the y-axis would also be suitable, 
since is easier to make interactive more standardized, 
than standardized more interactive. In addition, an 
augmenting device which has a virtual reality function 
is also suitable.

Considering the above-mentioned matrixes and 
requirements for Indall, as shown in Table 5, can 
be concluded that based on this requirements and 
assumptions different devices could suit. Those devices 
are listed together with a suitability for Indall rating 
in table 5. This rating is based on the ‘Weighted 
specifications’ of page 18 together with the rating for 
every specification.

Table 5. Device’s suitability factor for Indall. Every 
specification is ranked on a scale of 1 to 10. This 
specifications’ ratings weighted with its importance result 
in the suitability factor, which is on a scale of 1 to 10, in 
which a higher factor means a better fit. An explanation 
of the ranking can be found in Appendix 1.

Comparative analysis

Microsoft Hololens 2 (MH) 7,0

Samsung Odyssey+ (SO) 6,1

Tablet Device (TA) 6,7

Oculus Quest (QU) 6,8

HTC Vive (HV) 6,2

User
Comment on Text
were

User
Comment on Text
remove

User
Comment on Text
were
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Based on the executed research and the comparative 
analysis, a recommendation is created in which 
a framework is offered for the implementation of 
artificial reality to visualize complex engineering at 
Indall. This framework exists of a recommendation 
for the software and hardware together with a 
recommendation on the steps Indall must make in 
order to select, develop, sell and implement such a 
tool. It will conclude in answering the main question, 
about the conditions which are required for Indall to 
facilitate an optimized visualization tool which fulfils 
both Indall’s as her stakeholder’s requirements for 
visualizing complex engineering by making use of 
an artificial reality tool.

‘The current decade is known for among 
others its Industry 4.0 (...) which creates a 
demand for the use of artificial reality to 
explain complex technology’ 
(Lasi et al., 2014)

It can be concluded that opportunities exist for 
Indall to offer an artificial reality tool which 
visualizes complex engineering. Especially in the 
engineering sector, in which demo systems for 
practicing are expensive and often machines are 
dangerous to come close by during operation, the 
potential of a virtual representation can lower costs 
and can bring more people into contact with these 
techniques.

The current decade is known for among others its 
Industry 4.0. This increase of the implementation 
of the latest smart technologies (Lasi et al., 
2014) together with a change towards a 
decentralized organization in which development 
will be individualized and approaches of open 
innovation become more important,  creates a 
demand for the use of artificial reality to explain 
complex technology. The research about current 
implementations showed that an implementation 
which has not been implemented frequently, is the 
use of artificial reality in displaying the technology 
in order to both explain technology and market the 

product. Thus, it is recommended for Indall to focus 
on the sales and investment stakeholders, in which 
the tool consists of both a didactic aspect which 
explains the complex technology as a representative 
aspect in which the tool has a selling and marketing 
strategic character. 

During the research, the distinction needed to 
be made between the amount of awareness the 
user should have with its physical location and 
the amount it should be immersed in the virtual 
environment, also considered as immersion (Slater 
& Wilbur, 1997). Both AR, VR and a mix of these 
do lever similar technologies and enrich the users 
experience of the visualization. However, the 
major distinction is the difference between adding 
virtual aspects to the user’s real world or putting 
the user inside a virtual generated world (Kore 
et al., 2018).  As concluded in the ‘didactics of 
technology’, the tool should consist of a virtual 
reality aspect which contextualizes the technologies’ 
environment in a closed and fully immersive 
manner. It is of importance to match the computer-
generated environment as close as possible to the 
user’s expectations and the technologies’ location 
of application, to prevent distraction during 
the knowledge transfer. Similarly, the research 
performed during the investigation of existing 
technologies made clear that not meeting the user’s 
expectations can cause barriers in experiencing 
the virtually generated object or environment. 
Preferably the tool offers an augmenting feature as 
well such that the user can visualize the computer-
generated complex technology in its physical 
context whenever this context matches the technical 
systems intended context.

Lastly, the tool should contain an interactive aspect 
in which different choice moments assist the user in 
a tailored experience which matches its optimized 
learning style. Thus, the tool should be a device 
which can be deployed completely independently 
by Indall’s client during their presentations, fairs 
and her client visits. The virtual experience should 
exist of an interactive journey in which the complex 

Recommendation
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technology is explained, the unique aspects are 
shown, user applications are set out in the right 
context and, in short, really convinces the benefits 
of the  presented technology. Preferably the user 
reaches an irrational state of mind with as a result 
a high focus and being in a flow. This can be 
achieved by interactive aspects such as gaining 
points or devising a strategy (McMahan, 2003). It 
is recommended to carry out tests while developing 
a tool with game elements. This small field research 
investigates the focus and flow of the user, in order 
to determine the influence of game elements on this 
measured aspect, so that this can be optimized. 
Aspects such as creativity, imagination and a 
social context can be stimulated by for instance 
developing the opportunity for the user to place, 
scale and adjust the technical system in order to 
discover the system. Taking these emotions into 
account, will help explain the technology. 

Practically this means that Indall needs to make 
certain steps in order to select, develop, sell 
and implement a tool which visualizes complex 
engineering using artificial reality. Figure 7 
visualizes these steps in a chronological order. Most 
important, Indall should network with her current 
clients to discuss a kick starter case which Indall 
can use as a first project to carry out without the 
expectations of much time pressure. Her focus in 
selecting a right case is taking into consideration 
the technology and the target group. Preferably 
it should be a product consisting of complex 
technologies which needs to be explained to 
potentially interested in the product.

Regarding hardware they could decide on 
investing in for instance a Microsoft Hololens or 
Oculus Quest during the test phase. It could also 
be considered to invest in a cheaper version Both 
devices are located on the correct areas of the 
created matrixes in the hardware comparison 
section. In addition, those devices were according 
to the device’s suitability factor for Indall the best 
match. When considering the set requirement at 
the start of this research, it can be concluded that 
both devices could fulfill these requirements and 
wishes as long as those are taken into account 
during the software development. The major 
difference between the two devices, which is of 
important for Indall’s clients, is the difference 
between augmenting and immersing. These criteria 
should be considered when investigating the clients 
intended deployment of the artificial reality device 
and based on this context the appropriate device 
could be selected. 

However, the above-mentioned hardware 
recommendation is not binding and of a temporary 
nature. Due to the fast-evolving devices and the 
wide range of possibilities, it is advisable to 
reconsider available hardware tools before the 
stage of investment and to weight those based on 
the set requirements and specifications set in this 
research.

A workaround could be using tablet devices during 
the start-up phase. The advantages are a lower 
financial threshold and the easier scalability for 
Indall’s client. On the other hand, head-mounted 
devices help Indall being in the front line of 

Figure 7. The steps Indall needs to make certain steps in order to select, develop, sell and 
implement a tool which visualizes complex engineering with the use of artificial reality.

Step 1.
Network

Step 2. (optional)
Use tablet devices

Step 3.
Invest in artificial 
reality device

Step 4. (optional)
Use existing 
software

Step 5.
Deepen knowledge 
in 3D engine

Step 6.
Scale up
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technological innovation and epitomizes Indall in 
terms of tech, innovation and quality.

It is recommended to use a 3D game engine 
like Unity for developing tailored virtual reality 
experiences in which the complex technology is 
explained. When selecting another software, it is 
necessary that the software is able to develop an 
experience which includes engagement and an 
appropriate amount of fidelity. This helps to arouse 
an immersing experience with a sense of presence. 
In this it is recommended to develop a general 
framework which can be used for various clients 
of Indall. The experience should be developed in 
a way that it creates a journey in which the user 
can interactively decide on aspects that he or she 
want to know more about. Those decisions should 
be mainly about aspects which are focused on the 
categories ‘Engineer’, ‘Sales’ or ‘End User’. During 
the implementation of the software on the hardware 
tool, it should be taken into account that the tool 
is programmed in a way such that Indall’s clients 
and their clients can easily set it up and navigate 
through the options. It is recommended to make 
use of a toolkit like the Mixed Reality Development 
Toolkit (Microsoft, 2020 b) of Microsoft with 
components and features to implement mixed 
reality applications on any Windows mixed reality 
device. 

Another workaround could be developing 
interactive videos via the software Indall currently 
uses. Both Autodesk 3ds Max, Adobe Premiere 

Pro and Adobe After Affects include functions 
for creating video suitable for virtual reality. By 
developing a tree diagram of decision moments 
and creating different film fragments even an 
interactive film could be created and programmed 
on a device, such that it is tailored to the user. In 
addition, 3ds Max contains an integrated workflow 
for creating interactive exercises, with as advantage 
that already developed models in 3ds Max can be 
seamlessly reused. The investment costs and needed 
new skills for one of those options are relatively 
low, which makes it easier to implement for Indall. 
Such a workaround could be an intermediate step 
in the implementation of Artificial Reality, in which 
test setups are run with a 3D engine while already 
offering virtual reality films.

Figure 8 offers a schematic storyboard of a possible 
design plan in which an engineering firm and their 
services are explained in an interactive way, with 
taking the three target groups into account. For 
this example, a company who develops unit-load 
warehousing handling systems is represented. The 
storyboard is developed by a combination of 2D 
images, whereas the actual program will of course 
consist of each dynamically changing environments 
within which the user can walk through. The 
example is meant for explaining the interactive 
aspects and customizing the experience for the 
three target groups in which their information has 
an overlap, rather than as a binding storyboard for 
the to be developed software.

Figure 7. A schematic overview of a possible design plan in which a complex technology explained in an interactive way, with taking the 
three target groups are taken into account. The Appendix includes an enlarged version of this figure. 
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During this research, the main research question 
‘Which conditions are required for Indall to facilitate 
an optimized visualization tool which fulfils both 
Indall’s as her stakeholder’s requirements and wishes 
and visualizes complex engineering by making use 
of an artificial reality tool?’ needed to be answered. 
Answering this question is based on the answers of 
the four created sub-questions. As most important 
the tool should be created in a way that it meets 
the user’s expectations and does stimulate brain 
activity by for instance interactive challenges. The 
device should display the technology and its context 
in order to both explain technology and market 
the product for the engineering sector. In addition, 
the tool should be developed in a way that it 
automatically tailors based on the set stereotypes.

By developing a list of this project’s necessities based 
on Indall’s current requirements in combination 
with adding requirements focused specially on the 
deployment of artificial reality the first sub-question 
is answered. During the research requirements, such 
as the amount in which the tool should be interactive, 
were added to improve answering this question.

By carrying out a desk research, existing 
technologies and research in the field of artificial 
reality related to the technical sector where 
investigated. This leaded to answering sub-question 
two. Literature shows us that new technology waves 
are accompanied by a wave of expectations. These 
expectations can cause barriers for experiencing the 
artificial reality tool, therefor the tool needs to have 
an appropriate degree of exactness with which the 
computer-generated environment is reproduced and 
the user should be engaged during the experience in 
order to improve the users interest and focus. 

The chapter ‘Implementations’ showed us by looking 
at existing engineering related companies and their 
implementation in what way Indall could implement 
artificial reality to offer a tool which visualizes 
complex engineering. The use of artificial reality is 

displaying the technology and its context in order to 
both explain technology and marketing the product 
for the engineering sector could be of potential for 
Indall. Thus, the tool also functions as a didactic tool 
to explain information.
Answering question two, Indall should implement 
artificial reality in a way that it focuses on translating 
complex technology for a non-technological 
schooled competent. A tool with interactive 
elements will increase engagement and facilitate 
discovery learning, which consequently leads to a 
better understanding of the content. Aspects such 
as creativity, imagination and a social context 
can be stimulated by for instance developing the 
opportunity for the user to place, scale and adjust 
the technical system in order to discover the system. 
Taking these emotions into account, will help explain 
the technology.  Lastly, context as the environment 
around the technical system and the sound do 
influence the learning behavior.

For creating a tool that optimally fulfils both Indall’s 
as her stakeholder’s requirements, the tool should 
be tailored to the type of person using it. Therefor 
Indall’s target group is subdivided into three 
stereotypes, all with a different way of didactic 
preference. Based on this thinking the software 
should be created, so that the experience will match 
the user.

Lastly, answering sub-question four, Indall should 
start with networking with her current clients to 
discuss a kick starter case which Indall can use 
as a first project. A list of software and hardware 
is created with an advice on why each of it is of 
interest for Indall. Based on this above-mentioned 
research a concrete set of actions is created for Indall 
in order to select, develop, sell and implement a tool 
which visualizes complex engineering with the use of 
artificial reality. A recommendation is created which 
offers the steps Indall needs to take to continue.

Conclusion
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The conducted research and the advisory report 
are research-based, which offers a solid start for 
the implementation of artificial reality at Indall. 
Executing it during a bachelor thesis offered the 
opportunity to lay the framework with properly 
researched and informed decisions, such that there 
is a bigger chance for achieving a tool which 
optimally explains complex engineering, boost sales 
and is aligned with Indall’s practices. The set advice 
offers a time path with a schematic overview of the 
tool, so that the execution will lead to a future-proof 
device which can be easily customized to different 
clients of Indall.

However, due to the investigative approach based 
on mainly desk research, the results are rather 
descriptive and probably not fully aligned with the 
ending practices. It is recommended on continuing 
this research by a field research, in which this 
recommendation is presented to industrial 
companies to evaluate their vision on the usability 
of such an artificial reality tool. Based on their 
vision, the recommendation can be expanded and 
if necessary be changed in order to align it with the 
actual end users.

In addition, the advisory report is an aspect which 
could be improved by narrowing down the scope 

of devices and software which are of potential. 
Currently, the list exists of devices which are very 
different from each other, which might cause that 
the outcomes will very depending on the decisions 
made during the continuation. 

It is recommended on testing different devices 
and their usability. During this research, not a 
single device is physically reviewed, nor a demo is 
created via a software for the potential experience. 
By creating a test set up and developing a first 
software prototype, end users can be involved in 
the study. By running test setups and evaluating the 
users’ experiences, the device can be adapted to 
their actual needs.  

The vision of this research was to help creating 
artificial reality tools which both explains complex 
technology and excites users about both the 
visualized technological system as the way in which 
it is visualized and presented by Indall. Hopefully, 
this research together with the comprehensible 
description on how to implement artificial reality 
tools to visualize complex engineering will be 
a start of the development of engaging and 
immerging experiences at Indall. 

Discussion
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ARTIFICIAL
REALITY.
MAKING COMPLEX ENGINEERING 
NOT JUST FOR THE LUCKY FEW
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Microsoft Hololens 2 (Wokke, 2019) (Microsoft, 2020 a) (Wevolver, 2019)
Comfort/weight The weight distribution and pillow supports make it one of the more comfortable VR 

headsets. 
Price/scalability It is by far the most expensive option, which makes it less beneficial for a company to 

invest it on big scale.
Sensors The glasses do have a depth and IMU sensor together with hand, voice and eye tracking. This is 

enough for the implementation at Indall.
Connectivity The Hololens can be connected to a cloud or via a cable, for updates and changes.
Battery The device has a battery life of 2-3 hours 
Software The mentioned game engines are compatible with the Hololens’ Windows system, in addition, 

Microsoft offers support and diverse apps. Thanks to the Qualcomm Snapdragon 850 chip it will function 
independently relatively fast.

Audio The HoloLens has built-in spatial audio speakers on the side, which are of decent quality.
Context Due to its artificial reality system, the context of the user is displayed. However, thanks to the laser 

projection, it has a high quality of visualizations with a wide viewing angle.
Ease of setup The device has an onboard computer and is known for its easy setup.

Samsung Odyssey + (Tweakers, 2019) (Fitzsimmons, 2018) (Samsung, 2019)
Comfort/weight The system is relatively heavy and slight lightly front loaded. Besides of that they are 

decent comfortable.
Price/scalability With a price around €400 it is affordable and easy to implement multiple devices at 

once.
Sensors The glasses do have a depth and IMU sensor together with hand, voice and eye tracking. This 

is enough for the implementation at Indall. In addition, according to different reviews the tracking of 
the controllers is compared to other artificial reality sets relatively bad, which will lower the interactive 
experience.

Connectivity The device is continuously connected to a computer during use. This makes it practical for 
updates and system changes.

Battery The glasses are USB wired for power supply
Software The mentioned game engines are compatible with the Odyssey in combination with a Windows 

computer system
Audio Built in spatial audio system
Context As it is a virtual reality device, it displays the complex technologie at a fully digitally created 

environment, without displaying the users context. 
Ease of setup The Odyssey is a wired device which need to be connected to a computer to function.Tablet 
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Microsoft Hololens 2 (MH) 8 3 7 9 6 8 7 7 9 7,0

Samsung Odyssey+ (SO) 6 7 6 8 4 7 7 6 5 6,1

Tablet Device (TA) 6 9 5 7 9 5 5 6 8 6,7

Oculus Quest (QU) 7 7 7 8 7 7 6 6 7 6,8

HTC Vive (HV) 6 6 8 8 4 7 4 8 5 6,2

Appendix 1 | Device’s suitability factor for Indall
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Device 
Comfort/weight A tablet device needs to be carried, which is relatively more comfortable than a head 

mounted device. However, it takes a way the freedom and immersive aspect.
Price/scalability Tablet Devices are widely available in every price range, in addition most companies do 

already have tablets available. Therefore the investment will be low.
Sensors Often these devices have an IMU sensor.
Connectivity Devices can be connected to a cloud or via a cable, for updates and changes.
Battery These devices often have a 5 hour battery life when using.
Software Not all the mentioned game engines are compatible with every single tablet device. In addition, 

due to differences in tablet software (e.g. Android and iOS) might make it harder to select the software.
Audio The device plays audio and can optionally be connected with a headphone
Context The device can project 3D objects on a video recorded by the camera, which creates a mixed 

reality impression. It could also be a fully 3D created environment which can be showed. Due to a hand 
held screen, the experience will not be really immersive. 

Ease of setup The device has an onboard computer and is known for its controls. Because people already 
do have expierence with this kind of devices, the entry level will be relatively low. However, making use 
of Artificial Reality in combination with certain devices might need some tools like markings in the real 
environment for environment recognition.

Oculus Quest (Unbound, 2020) (Facebook Technologies, 2020) (Marien, 2019)
Comfort/weight The Quest is relatively heavy but is fully adjustable for comfort.
Price/scalability With a price around €500 it is quite affordable and easy to implement multiples at once.
Sensors The glasses do have a depth and IMU sensor together with hand, voice and eye tracking. No 

external placed sensors are needed.
Connectivity Via a WiFi connection, the device can be updated. In addition, the console can be mounted to 

a computer device for changes.
Battery The device has a battery life of 2-3 hours and an additional battery pack can be added.
Software Most mentioned game engines are compatible with the Quest.
Audio The device has integrated speakers, which are according to different reviews not of high quality
Context As it is a virtual reality device, it displays the complex technology at a fully digitally created 

environment, without displaying the users context. 
Ease of setup The Odyssey is a wireless device which functions independently, it could optionally also be 

used as a headset linked to a computer via an Oculus Link. 

HTC Vive (Parrish, 2017) (Smith, 2019) (HTC, 2020)
Comfort/weight According to different reviews, the Vive is less comfortable compared with the Quest and 

Odyssey +
Price/scalability. With a price around €650 it is one of the more expensive options
Sensors Because of the external tracking stations, HTC offers one of the most accurate sensors
Connectivity The device is continuously connected to a computer during use. This makes it practical for 

updates and system changes.
Battery The glasses are USB wired for power supply
Software The mentioned game engines are compatible with the Odyssey in combination with a Windows 

computer system
Audio The device does not have built-in audio. Optionally an Audio Strap can be added for a better audio 

experience
Context As it is a virtual reality device, it displays the complex technology at a fully digitally created 

environment, without displaying the users context. However, the visualized environment is according to 
different reviews one of the most accurate and of high quality environments. In addition, the pro version 
contains two front-mounted cameras which can stream live video onto the display for a mixed reality 
experience.

Ease of setup The Vive is a wired device which need to be connected to a computer to function. Optionally, 
a Wireless Adapter can be used for a better experience. In addition, external tracking stations are needed.
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